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T I T A N I A  P A I G E
A 5-Day Devotional by



W W W . T I T A N I A P A I G E . C O M

So glad you've joined me, sis. 

If you're like me, when enticement has
gotten the best of you and the shame and
guilt of sexual sin are weighing you down,
it's tough to come home to God.

You desire to please Him and desperately
long to break the habits that keep you
bound by lust, but despite your best
efforts you eventually find yourself right
back at square one.

Since I've been there myself, I know that
running away from God can feel like the
only way to deal with the pain, but it's only

hey there

Titania Paige

in turning back to Him that we're able to
address our problem: our tendency to trust
and find satisfaction in sexual pleasure more
than God.

In the pages ahead, we'll confront the lies
that lead us there with biblical truth and a
mental blueprint for persevering through
the purity lifestyle.
   

Let me show you how I traded the
heaviness of shame for freedom,
forgiveness, & healing in Christ.

https://www.youtube.com/c/LifeBeforeEternity
https://www.facebook.com/TitaniaPaige/
https://www.pinterest.com/TitaniaPaige/boards/
https://www.instagram.com/purposeinpuritypodcast/
http://titaniapaige.com/


01RUNNING AWAY OR
COMING HOME?

When you habitually find yourself walking

through Lust’s door, you can be overwhelmed

with guilt and shame. And when the high is over

and that temporary thrill is gone, coming back

home—back to relationship with Jesus—is so

difficult. There was a season of my life where I

felt so separated from Him that I thought surely

He wouldn’t want me to share my soul with Him

after I had just shared it with Lust. 

Since I’ve been there myself, I know women who

are struggling with something similar question

why it feels seemingly impossible to resist

temptation. For most of us, the biggest

stumbling block isn’t that we don’t want to

connect with God but that we don’t know how to

practically pursue intimacy with Him, especially

while we're trapped in this constant cycle of

sexual sin.
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We need a divine rescue from sin’s

grasp, and in the book of Romans,

Paul gives us some insight into just

that. In Romans 12:1 (ESV), he urges

believers to present their “bodies as

a living sacrifice, holy and

acceptable to God.” Paul warns

them that committing their lives to

God isn’t possible without being

transformed by the “renewing of

their minds.” This means allowing

God’s wisdom to inform their

perspectives in life (Romans 12:2).

This principle is the same one we

must apply to our lives today to

break free of lust’s grasp on us.

When our thoughts and beliefs are

in alignment with God’s word, our

actions begin to reflect the inward

makeover God’s truth gives our

hearts. This imperfect process of

matching up our behavior with our

inner (renewed) thought-life is what

I like to call embracing the purity

mindset. How do we do this? We’re

going to dive into how, but first I

want to share a little more of the

mindset we have to embrace before

we get there.

“I’ve sinned too many times to be

forgiven.”

“I can’t change.”

“Embracing sexual purity won’t

satisfy the desires of my heart.”

Since you and I are pursuing lasting

transformation here, our long-term

goal is to develop the spiritual habit

of renewing our minds. This is

ultimately where our decisions and

behavior originate. To do this, we

begin by 1) Identifying what we

believe; and 2) Examining those

thoughts to see if they align with

God’s word.

As I reflected on all the ways I

struggled with lust, I’ve examined

times in my life when enticement

got the better of me, my struggle to

break free from the cycle of defeat

being only one of many. The more I

examined these experiences, the

more I recognized three lies that

kept recurring:

1.

2.

3.

Over the next few days, we’ll look at

each of these lies that keep us

bound to sexual compromise so we

can learn to identify and eliminate

them with scriptural truths.
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God, I don’t know fully how, but I give

myself to you above anything else and

any other desire I have. Will you

exchange my desire for my own passions

for what you can offer me?

We’ll end our study with my mental blueprint for successfully living out the

purity lifestyle.

At this point, you may be absolutely sure that you want to come home to

God. For some who are reading, however, you’re not so sure. You think you

want to, but you fear the cost of giving up your past ways. Or maybe you’re

unsure if this time it can really happen after trying so many times.

The journey of coming home to God is a process. Let God’s love and

unconditional acceptance strengthen you. No matter what our sin, we never

have to clean ourselves up before coming home to Jesus. The cleanup

process is His job. Giving Him our hearts is ours. This process starts by saying:
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This is an honest prayer that will

help you begin to walk through the

door of forgiveness and healing He

has for you. 

Only by coming home will you

experience the fullness of God’s love

and the identity you’ll find in Him.

Only in the safety of God’s love can

you embrace sexual purity. And it’s

only by removing lust’s interrupters

and distractors that you can take up

the sacred romance and thrilling

adventure that God has in store for

you. Are you ready to start? Are you

ready to feel whole and pure again,

or maybe even for the first time? It's

time to come home.

EXERCISE FOR THE DAY:
Reflect on the phrases or

statements you have spoken over

yourself as you have strived to

overcome lust. 

Using the worksheet that follows,

list the thoughts that come to mind

on the left. Take some time to

research and record Bible verses

that correspond to each thought on

the right.

Until now, which of the three lies

mentioned in the teaching above

have you most identified with? 

In what ways has rehearsing your

thoughts lead you away from

Christ?

(Google “What does the Bible say

about …”, or “Bible verses on … “.)

Record any contradictions you

discover between your thoughts

and God’s word at the bottom of

this page. Set your mind to cling to

these verses and fight your doubts

with God’s truth.

QUESTIONS FOR

REFLECTION:
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Thought-Check Exercise
Reflect on the phrases or statements you have spoken over yourself as you have strived to
overcome lust. In the right column, list the thoughts that come to mind. Take some time
to research and record Bible verses that correspond to each thought in the right column.

(See the example in the first row.)

THOUGHT SCRIPTURE

"God, won't forgive me after

sinning in this area so many

times."

"If we confess our sins, he is faithful

and just to forgive us our sins and to

cleanse us from all unrighteousness." 1

John 1:9 (ESV)

http://titaniapaige.com/


Thought-Check Exercise
Record any contradictions you discover between your thoughts and God’s word in the

space provided below. Set your mind to cling to the verses on the previous page and fight
your doubts with God’s truth.

http://titaniapaige.com/


02LIE ONE:  " I 'VE SINNED
TOO MANY TIMES TO
BE FORGIVEN."

The guilt and shame of sexual sin can leave us

doubting that God will truly forgive us, making it

difficult for us to forgive ourselves. When we

constantly rehearse our sins and those feelings

of guilt without confessing our transgressions to

God, it’s like allowing shame to imprison us. We

assume that God couldn’t possibly forgive us for

repeating the same mistakes, so we cling to our

guilt. Maybe it’s because, deep down, we believe

that by torturing ourselves, we might convince

God how much we truly regret indulging in lust.

But God doesn’t want us to bind ourselves to

guilt. An ungodly, condemning guilt ensnares us

and keeps us bound to our sin. The longer we rot

in Guilt’s prison, the more we believe the lie that

our sin is an inseparable part of our identity, but

faith in God’s promise that He has overcome sin

frees us up to experience His forgiveness and

grace (Galatians 5:1).
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So how does God’s word encourage

us to respond when we sin?

When we confess our sin to God, He

is faithful to forgive us based on

Jesus’ performance––not our own.

Paul says it like this in Romans 8:1-2:

“So now there is no condemnation

for those who belong to Christ

Jesus. And because you belong to

Him, the power of the life-giving

Spirit has freed you from the power

of sin that leads to death” (NLT).

Because you belong to Jesus, that

inner voice of condemnation has no

authority over you. Instead God’s

Spirit convicts you of sin—not so

that He can humiliate or reject you,

but so that He can cleanse you and

render sin powerless to separate you

from His great love. The hostile voice

of condemnation says, “You’re lost.

God can’t forgive someone like you.”

But the tender conviction of God’s

Spirit says, “I do not condemn you.

Now leave your life of sin. Confess

your sin, be forgiven, and receive my

grace” (John 8:11).

Christ has extended us grace. He

has shown us His unmerited favor

and kindness, and—I know this is

hard—but we must do the same for

ourselves. Jesus has removed the

guilt and penalty of our sin, so who

can challenge God when He

declares us “innocent” by bringing a

charge or accusation against us? No

one, including ourselves (Romans

8:33). We may not

always feel forgiven, but as Dr. Juli

Slattery puts it, “Forgiveness is a

fact” based on God’s truth—not our

feelings.

When you’re tempted to believe

that you’ve reached the limits of

God’s forgiveness, revisit this truth

found in His love letter to us: “If we

confess our sins to him, he is faithful

and just to forgive us our sins and to

cleanse us from all wickedness” (1

John 1:9 NLT). We can never be far

enough from God to exhaust the

reach of His limitless grace. So let

the chains fall, Beloved, step

through the prison door, and walk

victoriously into the freedom of

Christ.
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EXERCISE FOR THE DAY:
When asked by Peter how often he

should forgive a brother or sister

that hurts him, Jesus replies as

many times as necessary. (Matthew

18:21-22) He says not “seven times,

but seventy times seven.” (Matthew

18:22 NLT) 

This number “seven” often carries a

theme of “completion” throughout

the Bible. If Jesus wants us to

forgive others completely, how

much more will He not model this

gracious, forgiving nature to us! So

in the spirit of Jesus’ response, write

out 1 John 1:9 seven times.

How will you practically remind

yourself of the reality of God’s

forgiveness when the guilt and

shame of your sin make you feel

condemned? What’s your new

game plan?

QUESTIONS FOR

REFLECTION:
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1 John 1:9 Exercise
When asked by Peter how often he should forgive a brother or sister that hurts him,
Jesus replies as many times as necessary. He says not “seven times, but seventy times

seven.” (Matthew 18:22 NLT) This number “seven” often carries a theme of “completion”
throughout the Bible. If Jesus wanted us to forgive others completely, how much more

will He not model this gracious, forgiving nature to us! So in the spirit of Jesus’ response,
write out 1 John 1:9 seven times.

"If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive
us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." 

1 JOHN 1:9 (ESV)

http://titaniapaige.com/


03LIE TWO: “ I  CAN’T
CHANGE.”

When we experience a setback in pursuing

restored sexuality by relapsing into old sin, we

might feel like we’ve lost all of the progress

we’ve made. We may even feel like we have to

start this difficult journey over again or become

convinced that the finish line will be impossible

to cross. At my lowest points, I’ve felt tempted to

bow out of the fight and simply believe the lie

that “I can’t change.”

There’s an element of truth to that misleading

phrase. In my own strength I can’t change, but

through the work of the Holy Spirit change is

possible (2 Corinthians 3:18). The Holy Spirit’s

process of transforming us spiritually (called

sanctification) can be compared to how a potter

shapes clay. da
y
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The Holy Spirit sculpts and molds us

to become more Christlike by

warring against our sinful desires,

convicting us of sin, and

empowering us to live God-centered

lives (Galatians 5:22-23). Although

this is primarily the Spirit’s work, we

participate in the process by

surrendering ourselves to Him and

committing to this lifelong process.

Similar to how the clay is soft and

pliable in the potter’s hands, we

allow the Spirit to mold our

affections, thoughts, and behavior.

As long as the clay is wet, it remains

workable. But without water it

hardens and is no longer

fashionable by the potter’s touch.

 Just as water moistens clay, God’s

word is spiritual water that softens

our hearts and souls (Ephesians

5:26-27). Submitting our lives to

scripture helps us remain spiritually

pliable so that the Spirit can shape

us into vessels that fulfill God’s

vision and purpose for our lives

(Galatians 5:16, Romans 9:20-21).

When we surrender our shape and

form to the potter’s hands, we’re

simultaneously denying our feelings

and sexual desires the creative

license to mold our thoughts,

affections, and behavior. Paul sums

this up by saying: “If through the

power of the Spirit you put to death

the deeds of your sinful nature, you

will live” (Romans 8:13b NLT).

So what does this mean for us?

Since we must participate in the

Spirit’s remodeling of our souls, we

shouldn’t expect a complete

transformation to happen overnight.

The Holy Spirit uses God’s word to

teach us, convict us of sin, build us

up, reveal God’s beauty, and equip

us for service, but this takes time

(John 14:26, 1 Corinthians 2:14-16). 

Some practical ways that have

helped me to be shaped by the

Spirit include praying God’s word,

meditating on it, and reading the

Bible daily. Singing worship songs

and Bible journaling also helps me

maintain a grateful attitude for all 
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And I am certain that God, who began

the good work within you, will continue

his work until it is finally finished on

the day when Christ Jesus returns.

 Philippians 1:6, NLT

that God has already done and continually does for me.

Just as a potter patiently forms the spinning clay with his touch, the Holy

Spirit will patiently work with you to fashion you into a replica of Christ.

What’s important is that we remain patient with ourselves and malleable

throughout the process. 

God will finish the masterpiece that he began in your life. This is a promise we

have from scripture (Philippians 1:6). From a human perspective, yes, this kind

of life-producing change is impossible, but with God all things

are possible (Matthew 19:26).
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EXERCISE FOR THE DAY:
Take some clay –– whether it be toy

clay from your local dollar store or

modeling clay you purchase online

–– and use it to mold a small

memento to remind you to be

pliable in the Holy Spirit’s hands. 

Consider etching one of today’s

verses on it. If you choose to keep it

to play with, remember to wet it 

How can you practically keep

your Spirit wet with God’s word? 

When will you prioritize reading

the Bible in your schedule?

now and then to keep it from

hardening.

QUESTIONS FOR

REFLECTION:
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04LIE THREE:   “PURITY
CAN'T SATISFY ME.”

Maybe right now the desires of your heart clash

with the life that God’s created you for. Perhaps

you’re afraid that you’ll regret following Jesus or

that somehow you’ll miss out by denying these

sexual longings that wage war within you daily. I

definitely struggled with this when I felt God

inviting me to enter into a relationship with

Christ. I doubted whether I could really trust God

to be enough for me. Maybe you’re not sure if

you can either.

Why is it so hard for us to surrender our souls

and sexuality to God? I don’t know the specifics

of your situation, but one of my biggest

obstacles to believing God cared about my inner

longings resulted from how American culture

shaped my perspective on sexuality. da
y
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Whether it’s a pop song, Hollywood

film, or magazine, we’re constantly

encouraged to satisfy our sensual

cravings at all costs. Exercising self-

control over our sexual impulses is

equated with denying our identities

or depriving ourselves of happiness.

And all of this builds up into this

spiritual fear of missing out. Friend, I

can tell you from experience that

this “if it feels good do it” philosophy

sounds good, but it doesn’t hold up

well in everyday life.

Lust and contentment cannot

coexist because to lust is to yearn

for what you can’t have, instead of

finding joy in what’s right in front of

you without it being sexual. We

know that there are many parts to

our lives, not just our sexual beings,

but often lust hinders us from fully

experiencing the life we could be

reaching for. When we believe the

lie that God doesn’t care about our

desires, we distance ourselves from

Him, our Creator and the Lover our

hearts truly long for. So what does

God’s word say about our desires

and His plans for them?

In the moment when lust seduces

and entices us, it seems so

promising and life-giving, right? But

God's word tells us the truth about

our unchecked desires. I love the

way Eugene Patterson summarizes

this thought. In James 1:15 he

paraphrases, “Lust gets pregnant,

and has a baby: sin! Sin grows up to

adulthood, and becomes a real

killer.” Sin kills us spiritually by

slaying our affections for God and

hardening our hearts toward Him

(Ezekiel 36:26). But when we enter a

relationship with Christ, God gives

us new hearts that are tender and

responsive to Him (Ezekiel 36:27). Sin

won't feel welcoming or fulfilling

anymore, because God’s Spirit will

make us sensitive to the ways we

offend God.

Choosing to trust God with my soul

and my sexuality was a huge first

step in coming home to my

Heavenly Father. One thing made

moving forward less complicated for

me: choosing to trust God one day

at a time. I stopped worrying about

the future and trusted God with

each day as it came. 
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And I will give you a new heart,

and I will put a new spirit in you.

I will take out your stony,

stubborn heart and give you a

tender, responsive heart.

Ezekiel 36:26 NLT

As I continued to exercise my faith day-by-day and decision-by-decision, God

was faithful to give me strength when I was weak, healing when I felt broken,

and joy when life felt unpromising.

Because God met me right where I was and relieved the immediate

heartbreak I felt in that season of my life, I was able to appreciate His

unconditional love. Out of gratitude for that love, I embraced His purpose for

my life. And I promise, Sister, He longs to do the same for you. The only

question is: Will you trust Him with your soul and sexuality?
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In what ways does the

entertainment you consume (tv

programs, social gatherings,

video games, music,

books/comics, etc.) strengthen

the stronghold of lust in your

life? 

How might this be impacting

your ability to trust God with

your sexuality? What’s your plan

for protecting your mind from

these lust-driven influences?

need to bring under submission to

Christ, the Creator and final

authority on sexuality?

QUESTIONS FOR

REFLECTION:
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EXERCISE FOR THE DAY:
The "Says Who?” exercise is

designed to help you identify

unbiblical perspectives about

sexuality you may hold. In each

speech bubble, write a present

belief you hold about sexuality. 

Next, ask yourself, “Says who?”

Where does this belief originate? Is

it a person? An experience? Your

feelings? A celebrity or pop culture?

Is it a teaching of the Bible? If so,

what verse? Repeat these steps until

you are finished. 

Afterward, consider who most

influences your perspective on

sexuality. What thoughts do you 



Says Who? Exercise
In each speech bubble, write a present belief you hold about sexuality. Next, ask yourself,

“Says who?” Where does this belief originate? Is it a person? An experience? Your
feelings? A celebrity or pop culture? Is it a teaching of the Bible? If so, what verse?

Repeat these steps until you are finished. Afterward, consider who most influences your
perspective on sexuality.

"Premarital

sex is not a

big deal."

FRIENDS, POP

CULTURE

http://titaniapaige.com/


Says Who? Exercise
Use the following space to write out your response to the journal prompt below.

WHAT THOUGHTS DO YOU NEED TO BRING UNDER SUBMISSION TO CHRIST,
THE CREATOR AND FINAL AUTHORITY ON SEXUALITY?

http://titaniapaige.com/


05A MENTAL BLUEPRINT
FOR PERSEVERING IN
PURITY

It’s been my honor to join you for these past four

days during this sacred time spent in God’s word.

Until now, we’ve identified three lies that hinder

us from pursuing biblical purity. It’s so important

that we expose these lies—and any others—to

get to the root of the fears that snare us. Then

we can start an honest conversation with God

about the lack of trust they represent.

Now it’s time to embrace the purity mindset.

This goes back to what we discussed on Day

One: Renewing our minds with God’s word and

matching up our behavior with our inner

(renewed) thought-life. I’ve outlined some

practical steps to do this using the acronym

A.M.O.R., which is Spanish for “love.” Think of

these four calls to action as a mental blueprint

designed to keep you encouraged and

motivated throughout your journey.
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It’s no magic formula, but it’s helped

me and members of my online

community keep lust in check. Let’s

dive in.

The A of the A.M.O.R. blueprint

is: “Admit when you’re tempted and

confess when you’ve

fallen.” Repentance here occurs

either now as you begin your

journey and later if or when you

experience a setback. Starting out,

we want to pray asking God to

forgive our sexual immorality,

confessing our weakness, and

requesting that the Holy Spirit

would empower us to resist

temptation.

“God, I know it’s not your will that I

[fill in the blank]. Please forgive me.

My desire is to please you with my

whole life. Please empower me by

your Spirit to quit [you fill in the

blank]. Help me to consider myself

dead to it and please send the

resources and accountability I need

to honor you with my sexuality.”

I encourage you to also pray for God

to protect you from 

temptation before you encounter it

and during vulnerable moments as

well.

“God, everything inside of me wants

to give in at this moment. Please

help me! Instead of [fill in the

blank], please help me to

[alternative action].”

The M of our blueprint encourages

us to “Make our relationship with

Christ our first priority.” Throughout

our journey, we have to weigh our

decisions, carefully discerning what

will bring us closer to Christ or

create a wedge between us. I also

encourage you to mentally rehearse

saying “no” to enticing scenarios.

This way when temptation rears its

ugly head, your “no” muscle will be

strong and resisting tempting

situations will stay at the forefront of

your mind.

Next, O is “Operate in the

Spirit.” Making wise decisions

becomes more natural when we

practice living in the Spirit’s

influence over us. This happens

when we routinely practice spiritual

habits such as scripture reading,
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meditation on God’s word, prayer, participating in the local church, and

seeking accountability on a regular basis. 

Limiting the flesh’s influence over you is just another side of the same coin.

You’ll have to consider what triggers your desires to indulge in sexual sin. This

could be anything from the people you hang out with, the music you listen

to, or your bedtime.

I love the simplicity of this final part of our blueprint, because this is where so

many of us get caught up. The R of our blueprint is “Repeat.” If you mess up,

start over. After we experience a setback or relapse into sexual sin, we tend to

do one of two things: 1) We overcomplicate repentance by torturing ourselves

over our sin; or 2) We lose hope in our ability to change and press into that sin

habit to a new extreme. 

Both reactions funnel us right back to square one, but those days are over. In

the event that you fall into sexual sin, confess your sin in prayer, believe God’s

word when it says that He forgives you, and learn from your failure. Scripture

says that a just man may fall seven times, but He will get back up again

(Proverbs 24:16). This number seven in Jesus’ culture symbolized “completion”

and “fullness.” Even if you have completely blown it, if you remain persistent

in your efforts to please Him, God is pleased with that.

Sweet friend, as our time draws to an end, I want to remind you that God’s

promises of freedom, forgiveness, and healing extend to you. You are not

unwelcomed. Christ’s invites weak, prodigals like us into intimate

relationship. When we runaway, He calls after us, reminding us that His

gospel is enough to mend our wandering hearts. When we choose to

exercise faith in God’s truth over the lies that 1) we are unforgivable, 2) we

can’t change, and 3) Christ isn’t enough, we’re freed to walk in the marvelous

path of freedom that leads us back to Christ. Enough running away. It's time

to come home – for good.
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QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION

RESPONSE

QWhen you consider your past efforts to come home to relationship with Christ, at which
step in the A.M.O.R. blueprint did you usually find yourself stuck?

QHow can you anticipate future challenges and practically prepare yourself to persevere
through this blueprint?
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Titania Paige

Step One: Embrace the Purity Mindset

Step Two: Find Purpose in Purity

Step Three: Live the Purity Lifestyle

Step Four: Sustain the Purity Lifestyle

Hey, sis! Congrats on completing this 5-

day Bible reading plan. Together, we

learned how to silence shame and guilt

and instead, enter into the freedom,

joy, and healing we find in Christ. It's

what I like to call embracing the purity

mindset, and it's just one of four steps

of the entire framework:

So you see, sis. there's still work to do. 

These four steps create a roadmap for

our journey to come, and all four are

necessary to live a life that is honest,

free from sexual sin, and overflowing

with the right passion and purity for

our lives. If this 5-day plan inspired
you, I invite you to purchase Come
Home: A Redemptive Roadmap from
Lust Back to Christ to continue this
journey together. 

Much love, 

I know no longer live from the shame & guilt of
my sexual past, and you don’t have to either.

W W W . T I T A N I A P A I G E . C O M

A WORD FROM YOUR COACH

http://titaniapaige.com/buythebook
http://titaniapaige.com/buythebook
http://titaniapaige.com/buythebook
http://titaniapaige.com/buythebook
https://www.youtube.com/c/LifeBeforeEternity
https://www.facebook.com/TitaniaPaige/
https://www.pinterest.com/TitaniaPaige/boards/
https://www.instagram.com/purposeinpuritypodcast/
http://titaniapaige.com/


As someone who often finds discourses around purity problematic in the way
that they blame women and tend towards legalism, I found it refreshing that
this book emphasizes grace and purpose, pushes back against the notion of
purity simply as a set of rules, and acknowledges that following Jesus is a
messy process that requires daily (re-)commitment.

B U Y  T H E  E B O O K  $ 5

Continue the journey with my four-step Purity Roadmap and your BONUS strategy

guide, packed with prayers, biblical declarations, and step-by-step how-tos for

beginners to the Bible.

WE'RE JUST GETTING STARTED.

Justine B.

https://gum.co/JeSKK
http://titaniapaige.com/buythebook
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